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QUESTION 1

What technique can Framework Manager modelers use to implement a time dimension for models that lack a time
dimension? 

A. Create relationships from date fields in one dimension to date fields in another dimension. 

B. Use parameter maps to map date values in one query subject to date values in another query subject. 

C. Use the Time Dimension wizard to generate a time dimension and create the appropriate relationships. 

D. Identify a time dimension table source, import into the model and create relationships to fact query subjects. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

When importing metadata into Framework Manager from a relational database, which of the following can be controlled
by the modeler performing the import? 

A. Specifying the item names in various languages. 

B. Specifying the usage property for generated query items. 

C. Converting inner joins in the database to outer joins in the model. 

D. Generating relationships based on existing primary and foreign key relationships in the database. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

If authors want to perform OLAP-style queries directly against a relational database, which Framework Manager
modeling technique will a modeler use? 

A. Create regular and measure dimensions and set scope. 

B. Create shortcuts to regular dimensions and fact query subjects. 

C. Create star schema groupings for dimension and fact query subjects. 

D. Create relationships between regular dimensions and measure dimensions. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

In Cognos 10, what are the two distinct model types authors can publish from Framework Manager? 
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A. OLAP and DMR 

B. Dimensional and DMR 

C. Relational and SAP BW 

D. Relational and Dimensional 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

In Framework Manager, which of the following is a correct technique for maintaining packages? 

A. Edit the contents of a package by including or excluding model objects such as namespaces, folders, and query
subjects. 

B. Publish packages to the network as well as to the content store in order to maintain model versioning and prevent
report errors. 

C. Perform an impact analysis on a package to identify the impact of changing the cardinality of a relationship between
two query subjects included in the package. 

D. When publishing packages, use file system version control so that reports created based on one version of a model
will always run against that same version of the model regardless of how many times the package is published. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 6

With respect to Cognos 10 security, which of the following is true of the Cognos namespace? 

A. Only contains predefined groups and roles. 

B. Can be used to create custom groups, roles and users. 

C. Can be used to create Cognos 10 specific groups and roles. 

D. Can be deleted if a different namespace is used to secure the environment. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 7

Which of the following is true regarding the operational data structure illustrated below? 
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A. It illustrates a parallel relationship. 

B. It should be consolidated into one table. 

C. It should be examined for a connection trap. 

D. The cardinality between the tables should be reversed. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 8

In Framework Manager, which of the following statements is correct when working with a multi- lingual project? 

A. The design language can be changed at any point. 

B. A project language cannot be deleted once defined in Framework Manager. 

C. A language must be added to the project before it can be published with a package. 

D. When a new language is added to a project, all locales for that language are added as well. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following objects in the Framework Manager environment acts as a container and provides a unique name
for objects? 

A. model 

B. folder 

C. namespace 

D. query subject folder 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 10

When running an interactive HTML report, which of the following aggregation methods is used by default? 

A. Unspecified 

B. Running 

C. Unknown 

D. Extended 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

In Framework Manager, which of the following is true about verifying your model? 

A. The entire model must be verified, individual objects cannot be verified. 

B. The model can only be verified through the Publish Packages wizard. 

C. The model can be verified from Cognos Connection or through the Publish Packages wizard. 

D. It is possible to select to automatically repair certain issues that have been detected. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

In Framework Manager, if a modeler tests the Month from Time Dimension and SALE_TOTAL from Sales Fact and
applies Auto Sum, which of the following is a modeler most likely to see? 

A. An XMIN on Month. 

B. An XSUM on Month. 

C. An XMIN on SALE_TOTAL. 

D. An XSUM on SALE_TOTAL. 

Correct Answer: D 
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